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GV-OPAL Cameras FAQ

Basic FAQ
1. Who will be able to access the videos of GV-OPAL S1?
To access the camera image, you will need the myGVcloud account you registered for the
camera. You can choose to share the live view and / or recorded video of a GV-OPAL S1
camera with up to four other myGVcloud accounts.

2. Will my camera be able to see at night without lighting?
GV-OPAL S1 cameras come with the IR LED light that is capable of capturing clear image
under poorly lit environment.

3. How safe is cloud storage? Is my video secure on the cloud storage?
myGVcloud videos are stored on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and protected by one of the
strongest encryptions available.

4. If I need to completely delete a recording, how do I make sure a copy is not stored
on the cloud storage somewhere?
Although you will not be able to manually delete recordings on the cloud storage, the videos
will be automatically deleted after the keep days of your license plan. Amazon Web Services
will not keep a copy of your recording passed the keep days.

5. What do I do if I forgot my myGVcloud password?
Click “Forgot Password?” in the login page of myGVcloud Portal. You will be asked to type the
account ID (your e-mail address) and a verification e-mail will be sent to your e-mail account.
You can reset the password after clicking the link in the verification e-mail.

6. What is the PIR sensor on GV-OPAL S1 Plus?
GV-OPAL S1 Plus cameras come with passive infrared (PIR) sensor that can detect body
temperature, allowing the camera to detect human movements in complete darkness.
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7. How much bandwidth do GV-OPAL S1 cameras need?
It is recommended to install GV-OPAL S1 cameras under network environments with at least 2
Mbps of upload bandwidth.

8. Do I need to insert a memory card?
Yes. You will need to insert the supplied micro SD card. Videos stored in the micro SD card
will be automatically backed up to a cloud storage, which can prevent data loss in the event of
a power outage, earthquake, or hard disk failure.

9. What types of SD cards are compatible with GV-OPAL S1?
GV-OPAL S1 cameras are compatible with the following specifications:
 SDHC / SDXC / UHS-I, Class 10
 SD version 2.0 only
 Class 10
 Capacity: up to 128 GB
It is recommended to use Micro SD card of MLC NAND flash, Class 10 for better
performance.

10. Can I use an electric plug to power my GV-OPAL S1?
No, GV-OPAL S1 is incompatible with regular plugs. We recommend using the USB cable and
the power adaptor that come with your GV-OPAL S1. You can connect the camera to the
nearby power outlet to save the hassle of changing the battery. In case of a power outage, the
GV-OPAL S1 will automatically switch to battery power so that recordings of important events
will not be lost.

11. What are the key aspects of GV-OPAL S1’s lens?
GV-OPAL S1 features a 180 degree wide-angle lens with IP54 water resistance and night
vision. Its PIR sensor has a detection range that extends to as far as 5 meters (16.4 feet)
while the IR sensor’s range is 7 meters (22.96 feet).
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12. How far can I place my GV-OPAL S1 from the WiFi router?
GV-OPAL S1 is built in a WiFi adapter, supporting 2.4 GHz network. In an obstruction-free
zone, you can place your GV-OPAL S1 approximately 30 meters (98 feet) from the WiFi router.
However, the maximum indoor range may vary according to the environmental settings such
as the number, thickness of walls and ceilings and any other objects that can block the WiFi
signal. Avoid metal obstructions, e.g. an iron gate, between GV-OPAL S1 and the WiFi router
for best signal strength.

The WiFi signal strength below can be accessible through the GV-CloudEye mobile app. You
can place GV-OPAL S1 closer to the WiFi router or install an extra WiFi antenna to increase
your WiFi router’s signal strength.
GV-CloudEye
Signal Icon

Signal Strength

Note

Strong

Recommended Working

Average

Environment

Weak
Poor WiFi Strength
Very Weak

13. Can I store my recordings on hard disks with GV-OPAL S1?
No, you can only store your recordings on a micro SD card with GV-OPAL S1.

14. How much space do I get on myGVcloud?
GeoVision provides 5 GB of free cloud storage for each account on myGVcloud, but you can
buy more space if needed. Your recordings will be automatically recycled either when you
reached a 5 GB ceiling or 30 days.

15. How long does GV-OPAL S1’s battery last?
The standby time of GV-OPAL S1 may vary according to camera settings and operational
conditions. The battery can last for approximately 30 days, assuming the camera is working
under an environment with great WiFi signal strength and infrequent motion detection of only
3 to 5 notifications sent per day. However, the standby time shortens if the camera is working
under an environment with frequent motion detection of about 50 notifications sent per day.
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Note: GV-OPAL S1 uses Panasonic battery, which is safe and has better charge capacity
than the similar models in the industry. Please feel at ease using the battery for power supply.

16. When will the GV-OPAL S1 send a low-battery alert? And how?
When the GV-OPAL S1 battery is low, you will get different low-battery notifications in various
ways – two are from the GV-CloudEye mobile app and one is from the camera body.

Notifications from the GV-CloudEye


When the battery level of your GV-OPAL S1 is lower than 25%, after logging onto the
GV-CloudEye mobile app, you will get an alert reminding you to charge or replace
battery.



When your GV-OPAL S1 has low battery level with around 10~12% remaining, the
GV-CloudEye mobile app will send a low-battery notification every 10 minutes. This
notification will be sent to your e-mail account at the same time.
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Notification from the GV-OPAL S1 Camera Body
 When your GV-OPAL S1 is running out of power, the LED light on the camera body
will blink red every other few seconds.

17. How long does it take to fully charge the GV-OPAL S1’s battery?
It takes about 4 hours and 50 minutes to fully charge the battery.

18. What does the charging LED light mean on GV-OPAL S1’s battery docking?
a. Solid green: The battery is fully-charged.
b. Solid red: The battery is charging.

19. What happens if I remove the battery when the power is on?
Removing the battery from the camera when the power is on may cause damage to the SD
card, making the recording files damaged and no longer be available for accessing. To
remove the battery, press the power button for around 10 seconds to turn off the camera first.
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20. Under what circumstances will the battery enter sleep mode?
The battery will go into sleep mode if the PIR sensor does not detect any motion for 20 ~ 30
seconds, except for the following three cases:
a. The live views are accessing on the GV-CloudEye mobile app or Portal.
b. The GV-OPAL S1 is uploading recorded images to the cloud.
c. The GV-OPAL S1 is disconnected to WiFi.

21. Under what circumstances will the battery wake up from sleep mode? How will it
influence the recording?
Once the PIR sensor detects motion, the GV-OPAL S1 will wake up from sleep mode and start
recording in half a second. Since the light sensor needs some time to adapt to its surrounding
brightness and color tone, the first five seconds of your recording may expect a color anomaly.
Anomalous Colors
(for the first 5 seconds of recording)

Normal Colors
(after 5 seconds of recording)

22. When working in a bright environment, how much memory capacity does the
GV-OPAL S1 consume if it keeps recording for a whole day?
Take the office scene recorded non-stop for 24 hours as an example. It consumes 23.57 GB
one day for the images with 4 MP at 15 fps.

For the images with 2 MP at 30 fps, it consumes 26.11 GB. Take the same scene recorded for
30 seconds as another example. It consumes 8 MB for the images with 4 MP at 15 fps. For
the images with 2 MP at 30 fps, it consumes 9 MB.
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Subscription FAQ
1. How long is the warranty for GV-OPAL S1 or GV-OPAL S1 Plus?
The GV-OPAL S1 comes with a 1-year warranty, while the GV-OPAL S1 Plus has a 1-year
warranty and a six-month warranty for its battery.

2. How many GV-Cloud Cameras can be registered to a myGVcloud account?
Up to 36 GV-Cloud Cameras can be registered to a myGVcloud account.

3. Can multiple people log into the same myGVcloud account and simultaneously
access camera image?
Yes, you can log into the same myGVcloud account from multiple PC and mobile devices at
the same time, and simultaneously access camera live view and play back recordings. In
addition, there are two other ways you can share your camera image:


Share the camera with up to four other myGVcloud accounts.



Live stream the camera using YouTube to an unlimited number of audiences. You will
need a YouTube account.
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4. What types of myGVcloud license plans are available?
The following types of license plans are available.


5 GB (Free): You can store up to 5 GB of recordings from that camera in cloud storage
before recycling begins.



K7 / K15 / K30: You can store 7 / 15 / 30 days of recordings from that camera in cloud
storage. Recordings from more than 7 / 15 / 30 days ago will be automatically recycled.


License Plans

Functions

5 GB (Free)

K7

K15

K30

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Recording

V

V

V

V

Camera Settings

V

V

V

V

Playback (Cloud & Local)

V

V

V

V

5 GB

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

7 days

15 days

30 days

4

4

4

4

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Live View (Video & Audio)
Mobile App - Motion
Notification
YouTube / UStream Live
Streaming

Cloud
Storage

Storage Space
Number of Days
Stored
Accounts

Camera
Sharing

Supported
Live View
Playback (Cloud
& Local)

Up to 30
days

Note: The K7, K15, and K30 license plans are available in most regions expect for Japan. For
Japan, please contact your local GeoVision sales representative or distributor.
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5. How do I unsubscribe from myGVcloud services?
To unsubscribe from myGVcloud services, click Purchase in the top-right corner of
myGVcloud Portal and click the Unsubscribe button.

You will receive an automatic notification e-mail first, and then receive a second e-mail after
GeoVision has finished processing the cancellation.

For “monthly recurring charge”, no refunds will be made for the remaining days before the end
of the billing cycle. For “quarterly recurring charge”, no refunds will be made for the current
month, but you will be refunded for the number of whole months remaining in the billing cycle.
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Technical FAQ
1.

Can multiple myGVcloud accounts access the same GV-OPAL S1?

Yes. You can share your GV-OPAL S1 camera with up to 4 other myGVcloud accounts.

a. To share camera, log in to myGVcloud Portal, select Setup, and click Setting under
Share Camera.

b. Type the myGVcloud account and click Invite to send a confirmation email with activation
link to the account.

c. Click the link to accept the invitation. After activation, the other myGVcloud account will be
able to receive the live view of the camera.
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2.

Why is there a delay when streaming live stream on YouTube?

You should expect a delay of about 30 seconds when watching live streaming on YouTube as
stated by YouTube. The length of delay may vary depending on the network environment and
Internet traffic. If you are experiencing a longer than expected latency, try refreshing the Web
browser.

3.

Can GV-OPAL S1 be connected to GeoVision GV-VMS or GV-NVR?

No. The GV-OPAL S1 is specifically designed for the Cloud surveillance. All the video
footages will be recorded in the SD card, and backed up on the cloud. Users can log on
myGVcloud portal to watch the live view and play back through Web browser or mobile app
anytime, anyplace.
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4.

Can I download the videos stored in cloud storage?

Yes. You can download the videos stored in cloud storage through myGVcloud Portal or the
GV-CloudEye mobile app. Follow the instructions below to see how each works.

myGVcloud Portal
1.

Log into myGVcloud Portal.

2.

Select Remote Playback or Timeline (Cloud).

3.

Search for the videos you want to play.

4.

Remote Playback: Select the videos and click the download button

5.

Timeline (Cloud): Play back a video and right-click the live view to save the video.
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.

GV-CloudEye
1.

Log into GV-CloudEye.

2.

Tap the Playback icon

3.

Search for the video you want to play.

4.

Tap the Export icon

.

on the upper-right corner to export the video to the

“Photos” of your mobile device.
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5.

How do I play back recordings of GV-OPAL S1?

There are two ways to play back recorded videos of your GV-OPAL S1 from your PC and
mobile devices.


myGVcloud Portal: Log in myGVcloud Portal using Web browsers.



GV-CloudEye: Install the GV-CloudEye mobile app on Android or iOS mobile devices.

Follow the instructions below to see how each way works.
myGVcloud Portal
After logging in, you will see the live view of the first camera and a list of all cameras
assigned to your myGVcloud account. To play back a recorded video, select a camera in
the Camera List and click Remote Playback of the selected camera.
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GV-CloudEye
After logging onto the GV-CloudEye mobile app, tap the Playback icon
upper-right corner of the live view page to play back the videos.
Playback

2017/06/14 16:10:14
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on the

6.

What does the Network Status LED light on my GV-OPAL S1 mean?

The Network LED light is interpreted as follows:
Status

Action
Fast blinking blue
Slow blinking blue
Fast blinking blue for 3 times at regular interval
Solid blue

1.

Pairing (Access Point Mode): Slow blinking blue every 2 seconds.

2.

Attempting to connect to a WiFi access point: Fast blinking blue.

3.

Is connected to a WiFi access point: Displaying solid blue for 10 seconds.

WiFi Disconnection Status
1.

Attempting to connect to a WiFi access point (not yet connected to the Internet):
Fast blinking blue.

2.

Unable to connect to the Internet (but is connected to WiFi access point): Fast
blinking blue for times at regular interval.

Pairing Status
a.

Receives pairing information from the mobile device: Slow blinking blue disappears.

b.

Attempting to connect to WiFi: Fast blinking blue.

c.

Unable to receive pairing information from the mobile device: Slow blinking blue
every 2 seconds.
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7.

Why is my GV-OPAL S1 disconnected from the WiFi frequently?

The GV-OPAL S1 is required to work under a network environment with at least 2 Mbps of
upload bandwidth. To monitor the WiFi environment, you may download the following
recommended apps to check your WiFi signal strength and its connection speed.
System

App for monitoring

App for testing

WiFi Signal Strength

WiFi Connection Speed

WiFi Analyzer

Speed test

Airport

Speed test

Android
iOS

You may take a look at the signal icons of the GV-CloudEye mobile app, and then refer to the
following table to find its corresponding strength and quality.

GV-CloudEye

Signal Strength (dBm)

Signal Quality

0 ~ -50

strong

-51 ~ -60

average

-61 ~ -70

weak

-71 ~ -100

very weak

Signal Icon
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8.

Why is there a delayed response when tapping on any of the function keys on the
GV-CloudEye mobile app?

A delayed response may occur due to insufficient performance of the portable devices. The
test of some common devices below is for your reference.
Device

SoC / CPU

Delayed Response

iPad 2

A5 / 1 GHz dual-core

Yes

iPad Pro

A9X / 2.26 GHz dual-core

No

iPad Mini

A8 / 1.49 GHz dual-core

No

iphone 5

A6 / 1 GHz dual-core

Yes

iphone 6

A8 / 1.38 GHz dual-core

No

9.

What do I do when receiving disconnection notifications continuously?

Check the Network LED light to diagnose the connection problems.
a.

Fast blinking blue: The power of WiFi router might be cut off.

b.

Fast blinking blue for 3 times at regular interval: The WiFi connection might drop
out.

10. Can I re-pair the GV-OPAL S1 with another account? And how?
Yes. You can re-pair the camera with another account after disabling the original pairing
through the GV-CloudEye mobile app. Restore your GV-OPAL S1 to factory default settings,
and then carry out the pairing again.
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11. How can I share the live views of more than four cameras to numerous people in a
place like the kindergarten?
There are two ways to share the live views of several cameras to many people: Camera
Sharing and YouTube Live Stream. See the comparison table below to learn how each
works and its pros and cons.
Comparison

Camera Sharing

YouTube Live Stream

1. Log into myGVcloud Portal.

1. Log into myGVcloud Portal.

2. Select the cameras to be

2. Select the cameras to be shared,

shared, click Setup tab, and

click Cloud Service tab, and

click Setting button under Share

enable live stream sharing.

Camera.

How to
set up

3. Log in the Youtube account,
3. Type the myGVcloud account
and click Invite to send a
confirmation e-mail.
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name the live stream and create
a new live streaming event.

4. Log into the shared e-mail

4. Select a resolution equal to or

account and activate the link to

smaller than the camera’s

access the live view.

resolution.

5. Repeat step 2. ~4. to complete
the setup for the other cameras.

5. Select Other encoders and
copy and paste Stream name
and Primary Server URL to
myGVcloud Portal, and click
Save.

6. Repeat step 2. ~ 5. to complete
the setup for the other cameras.

The sharers can access the live

The sharers can access the live

view through logging onto the

view from the YouTube URL

access live

GV-CloudEye mobile app or Portal

provided by the account owner.

view

with the accounts and passwords

How to

provided by the account owner.
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Pros:

Pros:

1. The account owner can restrict

1. The number of people allowed

the sharers to either watching

to access the live view is

the live view or watching the live

unlimited.

view and playing back motion

2. The viewers can play back the
video in the past four hours.

events.
2. Through the Remote Playback

3. Up to six camera live views can

function, the recorded videos

be switched on the same

can be downloaded to the local

YouTube live stream.
4. The live video of each camera

computer.

can be changed to public,
unlisted, or private.

Pros and
Cons

Cons:

Cons:

1. The number of people allowed

1. If the camera is disconnected, it

to access the live view at the

will take about 3~5 minutes to

same time is limited to four.

reset the YouTube live stream.

Extra users will be blocked out

2. The viewers will only be allowed

from accessing the live view

to watch the live view, but not

and can only play back the

downloading and saving the

videos if privileged.

videos.

Choose the way that best suits your situation. Take the kindergarten scene for example,
YouTube Live Stream is recommended, for it allows all the parents to access the live view at
the same time.
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